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The SHS Field Testing Document allows the user to troubleshoot a Morningstar SHS-6 or SHS-10 charge controller installed in a system. The user 
will need a Multimeter capable of measuring DC voltage. The following pages contain flow charts for troubleshooting a fault indication, charging 
problems, and load control issues. 
 
 
 
Check these items first before troubleshooting: 
 

 Check system fuses and circuit-breakers 
 
 Check wiring for breaks and shorts 

 
 Test with a healthy battery. Swap a known good battery into 

the system for testing if necessary 
 

 Verify that PV panels are exposed to natural sunlight without 
shading 

 
 Test the system loads. Wire them directly to the battery to 

verify correct operation if necessary. 
 

 Check grounding points and common bus bars. The SHS 
switches in the negative leg. Grounding more than one 
negative terminal will bypass the load and/or charging functions. 
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Measure battery
voltage at the SHS
Battery terminals

LEDs are Flashing

Disconnect load wires
from the SHS.

Disconnect and
reconnect the battery to

cycle power.  Wait 5
minutes. Did the LEDs

stop flashing?

SHS is indicating a
high voltage condition
(HVD). Be sure Solar
negative is not wired
to Battery negative in

the system wiring.
Otherwise, the input of

the SHS may be
damaged.

Disconnect solar wires
from the SHS.

Disconnect and
reconnect the battery to

cycle power.  Wait 5
minutes. Did the LEDs

stop flashing?

B
attery Voltage >= 15.0V

Battery Voltage < 15.0V

Is a load
connected to

the SHS?

No

Yes

There may be a load
over-current in the

system. Verify that the
total system load does
not exceed the SHS

load amps rating

Yes

No

There may be a Solar
over-current in the

system. Verify that the
total charging current
does not exceed the

SHS charge amps rating

Yes

Remove the SHS board
from the plastic case.
Inspect the circuits for

corrosion and/or debris.
Clean if necessary.  If
problem persists, SHS

may need service.

No
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Doesn't Seem to be
Charging

Measure battery
voltage at the SHS
Battery terminals

The SHS is powered
by the battery and

requires at least 5 or
6V to operate. Wire
the panels directly to

the battery or use
another charger to

recharge the battery
up to 10V or more

before reconnecting
the SHS.

Measure the Solar +/-
terminals. Solar
voltage should

approximately equal
Battery voltage.

Disconnect the PV
panel from the SHS

and measure the
panel open circuit

voltage.

Is Voc in the range of
16 to 22Vdc?

V solar < V battery This is correct
operation. You may

want to disconnect the
PV panel and

measure its short-
circuit current and

open circuit voltage.

V solar = V battery

The SHS may have a
damaged input and

require service.

Yes
There is an issue with
the solar panel, it is

too dark, or it is not a
12V nominal panel.

No

V battery
 is less than

6V

V battery
is less than

Regulation **

V solar > V battery

If battery voltage is
significantly higher
than the regulation

setpoint,
the SHS may have a
damaged input and

require service.

V battery
is above

Regulation **

** Regulation Voltage:
Regulation voltage changes with ambient
temperature.

At 25C, Vreg = 14.3 Vdc. Below are some
sample voltages at various temperatures.
Match the approximate ambient temperature
of the SHS with the chart below to find the
Regulation Voltage.

0 C 15.00 V

10 C 14.75 V

20 C 14.45 V

25 C 14.30 V

30 C 14.15 V

40 C 13.85 V

50 C 13.55 V
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Doesn't Turn Loads
On/Off

Is the Red battery
LED turned ON

(solid)?
Measure Battery
Voltage and Load

voltage.

Are Load and Battery
voltage about the
same (+/- 0.2V)?

Verify that Battery
negative and Load

negative are not wired
together (e.g.

grounded to the same
point). Only 1 negative

terminal can be
grounded.

Did this fix the
problem?

The SHS load control
may be damaged and

require service.

The positive leg of the
SHS is common.

Grounding more than
one negative terminal
will bypass control in
Solar or Load control.

No

Yes

Yes

The SHS load control may
be damaged and require

service.

No

Measure the voltage on
the Load and Battery
terminals of the SHS.

Is the Load voltage
approximately equal to the

Battery Voltage?

Disconnect the Battery
wires from the SHS
Battery terminals.

Reconnect the Battery
wires. The SHS should

perform the LED Green -
Yellow  - Red sequence,

then turn on the load.

Does the Load turn on
AFTER the start-up LED

sequence?

No

Yes
Is the load On?

No

Check the Load wiring.
Verify that the loads work
correctly by wiring them
directly to the battery.

Yes

Measure battery voltage.

Is V battery above 13V?

Charge the battery to
13V or more before

testing.

No

Yes

Remove the SHS board
from the plastic case.
Inspect the circuits for

corrosion and/or debris.
Clean if necessary.  If
problem persists, SHS

may need service.

No
(load turns ON
immediately)

SHS Load control
tests OK

The SHS load control
may be damaged and

require service.

Yes No

Yes

 


